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gratuity for attracting people to treatment centres and schools.
The lower the price, the greater the demand. Reduce the price
to zero, and you raise the demand to infinity. And even if
you do not apply this principle of gratuity to all services, you
ought at least to apply it to those that are of prime necessity.
In elementary education, there has, however, been another
reason of less general validity. This was the rivalry between
rate-provided board schools and voluntarily provided church
schools between 1870 and 1890. On the principle that the
cheaper would stand to attract the larger clientele the board
schools were able to use their superior resources to gain on
their rivals. And one obvious way for the church schools to
get even with them was for a unionist government to make
them a grant in lieu of fees, though neither it nor they believed
in universal gratuity. But as a matter of fact the real reason
why the board schools beat the church schools seems to have
been not so much that they were cheaper as that they were
newer, better equipped, and better staffed. The cut-price
argument seems in this case to have been illusory: it was by
better service that the longer purse won.
When social services are not provided free to all who like
to come and participate, they are sometimes provided below
cost price. A customary price is fixed by statute or administra-
tive regulation, and is maintained out of rates and taxes. Of
this policy the most notable example has hitherto been
housing. Even when privately-built for sale, housing has often
been subsidized; and all who have been able to pay the below-
cost price have been free to buy this housing. When publicly
built for renting, housing has always been subsidized; but
only those have been eligible for it whose incomes have lain
within a certain range; and even so not all who were legally
eligible became actually entitled to it as a matter of right.
During the war the principle of public subsidies for
stabilizing the prices of private necessities was extended from
housing to other basic supplies, including many essentials used
by rich and poor alike. Without such measures of price-
stabilization, and therefore of below-cost sale, the stability of

